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AbStract
.4a)

In.ordeAto determine how children cope with some of th demands im-N,

posed on them by arithmetic word mroblems, 200 sixth-graders were asked to

solve problems modeTed after those used by the National Assessment of Edu-

cational Progress.. A quantitative demand was 'imposed on the children by

atiding extraneous.information to the problems, whereas a v0bal demand was

.imposed on them by increasing the syntactic complexity of th e problems.

71ultip1e regression analyses indicated that the children's computational

'ability and reaJng ability together accounted for 54% of the variance in

solution accu JB% and 14%, respectively', of this variance was unique,

whereas 32% was common'to the abilities, In Addition, the analyses indi-

cated that the presence of extraneous :information in the problems reduced

the accuracy of the children's solutions. The use of complex syntax, on

the other hand, had no significant effect on 'accuracy. The,findings suggest

that reading ability and comyutational ability both play important roles in

childrea's successful solution of word problems. The findings also suggest

that the presence of extraneoUs Information in word problems can impose a

formidable demand on children's limited processing capacities.
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Cognitive,Demands that ArihMetic

0

Word Problems Impose on Children

Systematic assessments conducted by the liatid'nal Assessment of

Educational Progress (1979) reveal that the arithmetic word problem score

of elementary school children have declined over the course of the past

five years. One of the first steps that must be, taken to improye children's

4
performance is to identisfy the component abilities that contribute to

successful solution of arithmetic word problems (Sherman,)979, 1980),

Authorities agree that computational abiliiy is essential for solv

ing arithmetic word problems; however, they disagree over-the relative

importance of reading,ability. For example, Aiken (1972) concluded that

reading ability probably-plays a major rOle in the,solutiod of.arithmetic -

word riroblems. Balow (1964) and Knifong and Hol'an (1976,.677), on the

other hand, concluded that reading ability plays a minor role, oCrticularly"

when the children are familiar with the. vocabulary words used in the,

problems:

Computation is a much more important factor in problem solNiing

than is reading ability (Balow, 1964, p.,21).

2. It is difficult to attribute majorimportancii to reading as a,

source of failure (Knifong & Holtan, 1976, p. 111).

3. We sought evidence of-poor neading abilities affecting children's

sdccess on word problems but found little such avidence

The best recommendation for eachers is (1) help'stUdents

'develop computational skills, and (2) do not expect work on

4
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'reading skills (which may b.e -valuable in its own 'right)

to correct word problem difficulties (Knifong & Hol tan, 1977,

p. 229-230).

Balow's (1964) conclusion is questionable because he partialed out

the total IQ of his sfxth+aders before he assessed the influence of

thei r reading abi 1 i ty. Si nce verbal abi 1 1 ties and quanti tat i ve abi 1 iti es

are two major components of iotal IQ, it makes 1 ittle sense to control

for them yhen assessihg the effects of readtng' abi 1 i ty and arithmetic

abi 1 i ty . Kni fong and Hol tan ' s (1976, 1977) conc 1 us ions are also question-
/

They did nof directly assess the reading ability of the 35 si.),(th-

graders in their sample. Instead, they based their conclusitns ,about

reading ability on inferences they made about the kinds of errors their

subjects.made, and on the interviews they later conducted with their sub-
Alb

jects.

When children attempt to solve arithmetic gord problems , they must

cope simul taneously with two kinds of demands: quantitative and verbal .

Quantitative demands are associated with the identi fication and manipu-
.

latibn of the numerical information needed to solve the problems. Ve'rbal

demands , dn the. other hand, are, associated with the text in which the

numerical information is embedded. The presence of formidable quantta-,

tive te.od verbal demands could tax children's processing capacities and

"blodk" their efforts to identify and manipulate essential information

(Baddeley & Hitch, 1°974; Kahneman, 1973-, Kerr, 1973;'1 Posner, 1982). For

present purposes, processing capactty is defined as "c:he liniited pool

of energy, resources , or fuel , by'which some cognitii& operations

-g
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-or Processes are mobilized,And maintained" (Johnston & Heinz, 4973,

p, 422).1

Children cope.with 1he quantitative demands Of erithmetic word

probl-ems by calling upon their computational ability; similarly, they

cope with the verbal demands'by calling upon their reading ability. One

purpose of the present study is to determine the relative importsance of

each o'f these abilities to the solution of arithmetic word problems. It

is hypothesized that computational ability and reading ability each ac-

count for significant amOunts of variance in the accuracy of solAions.

The ar4thmetic word problems used in the present study are modeled after

those used by the National Assessment of Educational Progress4

In the "real world,".individuals who solve mathematical problems for

a parpcular task (e.g., architecture or navigation) must distirruish be-

taeen relevant and extraneous information. .For example, consider the

.4 owner of a tropical fish store who reads the ollowing description of the

aquarium he has just received: rectangular, stainless steel with un-

breakable glass; weight is 5 pounds; heighfHs 2 feet; length'is 4 feet;

width is 1 foot; capable of withstanding pressure of.40 pounds per square

inch. In order to determine the volume of hisquarium, the owner must

attend to some data and ignore the rest.

In contrast, An eTementary school mathematics classes, teachers

typically do not include extraneous information in the problems they

present to children. Of course, when children are first'learning to use
,

a principle, the Inclusion of extraneous informatioNwould probably not

be advisable because interference would be generated. After the basic

principle is understood, however, teachers might consider including

, 6
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extraneous information in the children's problems. Since the chjldren

must cope with extraneous information when they tackle applied problems

later in life, they probably should learn to recognize it and to respond ,

to it in classroom situations. Be.fore recommendations can be made about

curricula design, however, it is important to determine how the presence

. of extraneous information influences the problem solving performance of

children. In the Preserit study, a quantitative demand was 'imposed on

children by adding extraneous information to problems. It was hypothe-

sized that the presence of such information could tax the children's

limited processing capacities and, thereby, reduce the accuracy of their

r-
problem solutions.

In real life, arithmatic problems are often embedded in texttal ior-

mats. ,Forinstance, to solve problems ip fields as diverse as archeology,

geology, and economics, individuals must extract numerical data from

documents such as letters, memos, and technical reports. Sometimes the

sylitax (i.e.; the arrangement of words in sentences) of these documents

/is simple; however, .1,11 too often it is quite complex. In the present

study, a verbal.demand was imposed on children- by increasing the
/

ntactic

complexity of problems. By taxing the children's processing ca acities,

the use of complex syntax could reduce the accuracy of their//problem

solutions.

Subjects and Design

Method)

The.subjects were 200 sixth-graders (109 girls,,and 91 boys) from two

middle schools'located in a university community. There were two in-

dividual difference variables, students' reading ability and their

7
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computational ability, and there were two format variables, problem in-

I/
formation (absence vs. presence of extraneous information) and syntactic

istructure (simple vs.'complex syntax). The measures of task performance

were: the number of problems correctly,answered, the number of problems

correctly set up, and the amountoof lime spent taking the test.

Materials

The experimedtal materials included the Comprehensive Tests of BaSic

Skills (1976) and a 15-item arithmetic word orobl as con-

structed specifically for this study.

Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills. (The C mprehensive Test of Basic

Skills was administered to all subjects. Scores on the reading compre-

hension subtest and the arithmetic computatiod s'ubtest provided measures

of the subjects' reading ability and computational ability,,vespectively. '

The reading comprehensioubtest consists of 45, multiple-choice

questions designedto measure comprehedsion after reading short passages.

Jr
. The KR 20 reliOility Coefficient for this subtest is .96. ,

The artthmetic computation subtest is coMposed of 48 rrlultiple-choice

items designed to measure the ability to perform the operations of ad-

dition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. This.iubtest does

not contain word problems. Its KR 20 reliability coefficient is .91.

Arithmetic word problems. A 15-item-arithmetic word-problem test

'1*

was constructed for use in the present,study1 The word prokems'were

adaptations of sampleprobIems supplied by the National AsseS-sment of

EdUcational Progress (1977). The problems testedthe ..ability to add,

subtract, multiply, and divide. Four versions of the test-were formed

by ,orlibining two versions of.problem information (absence vs. presence
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of ex:raneous 1,i'pr-ia:'on, with two versions of syntactic structure

(simple vs. complex syn,tax. The following problem illustrtes the four

versions:

o Extraneounformation - Simple 'Syntax
A

Joe,nad 131 pages left to read in his bobk. He then.read

29 more pages. How many pages are left to read?

. No Extraneous Information - Complex Syntax:

If,joe had 131 pages left to read in his book and he then

read 29 more pages, how many pages are left to read?

Extraneous Information - Simple Syntax

Joe had 131 pages left to read in his 529 page book. He

then read 29. more pages. How many pages are left to read?

Extraneous Informa;tion - Complex Syntax

If Joe had 131 pages left to read in his 529,page book and

he then read 29 more pages, how maRy pages are left to read?

In the,versions with no extraneous information, all the numerical

information given in a problem was necessary in order to'Obtain the cor-

i .

rectanswer. On the other hand:in the versions with exti-aneous.
.r

information, one item pf numerical information was not IneCessaryl, ,The

problems in the versions with extraneous information Were otherwise

identical.to those-in the versions with no extraneous infOrmation.

In the versions with simple syntax, a orobleaconsisted of three

simple sentences. In the versions with complex syntp., these three simple

% 'Sentences were combined, oy means of the subordinating conjunction "IF"

and the coordinating conjunction "AND,"'to form one complex sentence.
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: The average.length of a sentence was 7.7 words in the simple syntak

versions and 26.=5 Words in the complex syntax versions.

Procedure

In eight sixth-grade mathematics classes, the four tes,t versions

were randomly assigned to 200 students with.the restriction that an equal

.number of students receive each version. The experimenter read the in-.

structions aloud. The students were encouraged towork as carefully

and as quickly as possible and were reminded to show all their work:

Work as carefully and as quickly as possible.

Your score depends upon you getting the correct

answers as quickly as you can. I will-be timing

you. 'Also, you must show all of your work to

receive credit for your answer. If you think
4,

you know how to solv4 a problem, but can not do tv.

the calculations, show how,you would set it up.

Besides wanting to see correct answers, I am

interested in how you -solve the problem. You
,

. -

work on tile problems in any order you wish. When

you have finished all of the problems, turnover

your paper and raise your iand. I will re6)rdi

ylik time and collect your test. Then, you may rzead

your library book until everyone-finishes.

Any questions? Now, you can,turn o\ster your test b.00klet

and begin.

During the test e experimenter and the teacher circulated-a ound

the classroom to nsure that students did their own work. Neither the

\
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experi(menter nor'the teacher gave advice to any of the students. When
,

a subject finished' the task and:raised his or her hand': the subject's

test-taking time in, secdnds was recorded. Silent, electric di.gital

timers were used for this purpose.

Performance Measures'

Three measures of performance were used to assess the solution of

arithmetic word problems: (1) total correct answers, (2) total correct ,.

set ups, and (3) total test-taking time.

Correct answers. Subjects reteived one point credit for each

problem that had been c)rried out correctly and whose fin-al answer was

correct. Thus, subjects applied the correct operation (i.e., addition,

subtraction, multiplication, or division) to the appropriate numbers, and
7

computed the correct final answer.

Correct set ups. Subjects received one point,cred4 for each

prob'lem that had been carried out correctly, even if the final answer was

.4
incorrect. If i subject applied the corren operation to the appropriate

numbers, but made a computation error, he or she still received one point

credit for the problem. Thus, correct set ups was a more liberal measure
APIr

of problem-solving accuracy than correct answers.

. Test-taking time. Whqn a subject raiSed his'or her hand, test-

". taking time was recorded in seconds. This measure indicates how much

time thdtest was in the subject's hands. It does not indicate how much

time was actually spent-on task-relevant as opposed to task-incidental

activities such as daydreaming.

Results

The influence of two individual d erence variables, reading ability .

and computational ability, and two format vahables, problem information

.1 I_
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(aPsence vs. presence of extraneous information) and.syntacti.c structure

(stmple vs. complex syntax), on problem solving performance assessed.
,

.
. .

There were three measures of perfOrmance: correct answers, correct set

ups; and test-taking time.

sFirst, means and standard deviations for the independent variables
#

and the Performance measures were computed. Second, significant cor-

relations ahion the abtlity variables, the'format variables, and"the

performance measures were identified. And third, the relative contribution

of each ability.Aytble andieactr format variable to performance was

determined by means of hierarchical regression analyses.

Means and Standard Deviations .

There wer&-109 girls and 91 _boys whose reading abilities'ranged from

1.4-to 11.9 (M = 6.29; SD.= 2.77). Their comPutational attilities ranged
.

froM 1.0 to11.9 (M = 6.31; SD = 1.91).

The students correctly answered 58% of the 15 problems (M = 8.68;

r .-SD,= 4.22) and correctly set up 61% of tlie,.15 problems (M = 9.11; SD =

4.34). Their test-taking times ringed from 303 seconds to 1860 seconds

(M= 907.67; SD = 308.99).

Carrelational Analyses

As can be teen in-Table 1, reading ability and computational ability

Insert Table 1 about here

were positively correlated (a.< .001). In addition, reading,ability was

positively correlated ,;ii-th correct answers and set ups (both 25 < .001),

and negatively correlatld with.test-taking time,(a< .01). Simi1ar1y:',

i 2
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"computational ability was positively correlated with correct answers and'A
s

set ups (both'25 < .001), and negatively.correlated with test-taking time

< .05).
.

The presence of extraneous information wassn4getilvely correlated-

with correct answers (2. < .001) and set ups (2. < .001), and posi,tively

correlated with teSt-taking time (2_ < .001). 'Syntactic complexity was

not significantly correlated with any of the performance measures.

Multiple Re,9ression Analyses

In a predetermined order (Cohen, 1968, 1978; Nie, Hull, .IenkAns,

S.teinbrenner, & Bent, 1975), two blocks of variables were entered into

a regression equation that was applied,to each of the following performance

measures: correctienswers, correct set ups, and test-taking time. Within

each of these blocks, there were-two variablesi::

Rea'ding ability and computation ability were the 'vai'niables inclUded

in the first blockm Problem information and syntactic structure were in-

cluded in the next block in order to determine if t4,ese variables added

significently to the yariance already accounted for by the ability

variables.

Within each block of variables( the variable that had the largest

squared partial,correlation with the performance measure was the one to

enter first. In this way, the order and the relative contributions of
11,

the variables within each block were established.

Corre, answers. This regreSsion analysis is summarized in Table 2.

In the first block of variables, reading apility entered into th'e equation

Insert Table 2 about here

I 3
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46% of the variance in'total correct answers, F-
-.

(1, 191 = 168,36, p_ < .1:101. The variance accounteclifor increased

significantly to 54%.when computational ability entered into the equation,

F (1 , 197) = 32.31 , R .< .001. A commonal it4 analysis (Kerl inger &_ ,

Pedhazur, 1973) indicated that reading ability ,ricl computational ability

, uniquely accounted for 13.6% and 7.6%, respect,ively, of .th.e variance in

total correct answers (see Table 3). The, variance uniquely accounted for
;

by a variable is defined here as the variance ,

Insert Table 3 about here

it accounts for when it is entered last within its block. The commonality
,

analysis also indicated that 32.4% of the variance accounted for was
)

common to both reading'ability and computational ability.
,

In the second block of variables, problem information entered first

and the total variance accounted for by the equation increased significantly

to. 67%, F' (1 , 196) = 79.93 , p < .001. In other words , after the infl uences

of the students' abilities are taken into account., the,findings indicate ,

-

that more problems were correctly answered when extraneous information

As absent (M = 10.25) th4n when it was present (M = 7.11, see Table 4).

Syntactic struc re did not add significantly' to the variance accounted

for when. it entered into the equation.

Insert Table 4 about here

Correct set ups. In the first block of variables, reading ability

again entered the regression equation first (see Table 2), accounting for

, I 14 e
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J
45% of the variance in total correct set ups, F (1, 198) = 160.97, o

.001. When Computational ability entered, the yariance accounted for in-

creased significantly to 51%, F (1, 197) = 24.34, <,.001t A commonal4ty

analysis showed that reading ability and computational ability uniquely

accounted for 14.5% and 6.1%, respectively, of the variance in correct

set ups; 30.3% of the.variance accounted for was common to both ability

variables.

In the scond block of variables, problem information entered first,

significantly inCreasing the total varience accounted for to 66%, F

(1,:196) = 90.08, p. < .001; thus, more problems.wee set up correctly

when extraneous information was absent (M = 10.84) than when it was

present (M = 7.38, see Table 4). qpitactic structure did not add 'sig-

nificantly to the variance accounted for when it entered the equation.

, Test-taking time. In the first block of .variables, reading ability

entered the equation first (see'Table 2), accounting for 5% of the

variance in test-taking time, F (1, 198) = 9.98, a < .01. The variance

accounted for did not increase significantly when computational ability

entered. A commonality analysis indicated that reading ability end com-

putational ability uniquely accounled for 2.3% and 0.1%, respectively,

of the variance in test-taking time; 2.5% of the variance accounted for

was common to both-ability variables.

When problem information,entered theequation in the second block,

the°total variance .accounted for increased significantly to 13%, F

(1, 196) = 18.11, o < .001; tes-taking time s. were fester when extraneous

information"was absent (M = 819.88 sec.,) than when it was present (M =

995.46 sec., see Table 4). Syntactic structure did not significantly in-

crease the variance accounted forowhen it entered the equatA$
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Discussion 9

The ability and format variables 'influenced the tao measures of

accuxacy, correct answers and set ups', in,,iinhlar ways. In order to a-

void redundancy, only the influences on ttle corr ct answer measure wili

be discussed.

For the 200 sixth-grade students who participated in the present

study, both reading ability and comput tional bility contributed to

success in sol4ing the arithaetic word problems. Together, reading ability

and computational ability accounted for about 54% of the variance in

correct answers. Reading ability uniquely accounted for about 14% of the

variance in correct'answers, whereas computational ability accounted for

about 8%. In short, these findings support the hypothesis that reading

ability plays a major role in the solUtioz of arithmetic word problems.

Apparenily, he conclusions to.the,contrary that were drawn by Balow

(1964) and Knifong-and Holtali (1976, 1977) were premature and based on

limited empirical evidence.

Thirty-two percent of the variance in correct answers that was as-

counted for by reading ability and computational ability was variance

that was common to both /ariables. Thus, tivariance common to both

variables was rel'atively large -- larger, in fact, than the sum of their

unique contributions. Since stUdents integrate,their r-eadi g and arithRe-

tic skills when they solve arithmetic wohd problems, mathematics teachers

should take both. of these skills into cOnsideration when evaluating

stbdents,and providing them with feedback.. This advice is in opposition

to that of Knifong and Holtan (1977):

1 6
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The best recommendation for teachers is
,
(1) help students develop computational ski I 1,s,

and (2) do not expect work on reading skills

.. (whith may be valuable in its own right) to

correct word problem difficulties. (p. 2 30) r

Khifong 'and Holtan's advise i,s highly questionable in light 'of the

desent findings; when attempting to correct word proyem difficulties,

....

teachers shouhld take into consideration students' reading skills.

'\
. In the method classes 'used for the training and continuing eVucation

1
of teachers, the integration of reading and writing skills is given great

emphasis. In such classes, similar emphasis could be given to the inte-

..... gration of reading and computational skills. Such emphasis could help

mathematics teachers to\ increase their awateness of basic reading pro-

,

cesses, and reading teactiers to increase their awareness ,of basic
,

arithmetic processes. This increased awareness would have an impact on

thes
)e

teacher' lesson plans. For exampl,e, the 1 esson pl ans of readi ng

teachers could include activi ti es designed to enhance students' com-

prehension of passages that deal with4problems in mathematics and science.

Similarly, the lesson plans of mathematic teachers could include activities
,

designed to (a) help srtudents comprehend new vocabulary words (e.g.,

"fracti on," "ratio,' and "percentage" ) , and (b) hep -students ,reduce

complicated word problems ,to a set of simple, relevant propositions (i.e.,

the basic idea Units required to sblve the problem).

Test,-taking time is a.crade criterion of performance when coMpared

to the primary criteria, the accuracy measures -- it is not surprisina,

,7-
therefore, that reading ability and, computational ability accounted for

,
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only about 5% of the variance in test-taking times. The variances,

associated with both abilities in on (2.5%) and reading ability alone

(2.3%), wei-e higher than that so ed with.computational ability

alone (0%).

In the present study, the presence of extraneous information in the

word problems was an important factor, accounting for aPPut 13% of the

variance in correct.answers and about 8% of the variance in test-taking

times. Extraneous information reduced the accuracy of students' answers
/-

and i crea d the length of their test.-takirig times. Thes,p findings are

cOnsi tent wit the notion that extraneous information can impose form-I

idable demands an students' limited processing capacities.

arently, the variation in sentehce complexity was too superficial )

e

to impo e differential demandi on students' proCessing capacities. Problems

in the f rmat of three simple sentences ana problems in the format of a

complex s.ntence were solved with equivalent aecuracy and speed. AsSuming

that other factors are held constant, these tWo syntactiscal variations

can be used interchangeably by teachers when constructing their classroom

tests.

In conclifsion, since reading and computational skills both contri-

bute significantly "to success in solving arithfietic word problems, teachers

(and text authors).are 'encouraged to design aCtivities that will help

students to integrate their basi skills arid apply them effectively. In

addition, teachers and text authors are encouraged to embed their word

problems in realistic contexts that contain some extraneous bits of

information.
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Table

In4rcorrelations Among Independent and Dependent Variables.

Variable

Reading Ability

.\ Compuiational,Ability

3. ProbleM Information

4. Syntactic Structure

5. Correct Answers

6. Correct Set Ups

Test-Taking Tfme

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

.61*** -.00

-.02'

-.03

-.01

.00

\

.68***

v..63***

-.37***

-.02

.67***

.60***

-:40***

-.02

.99***

-.22**

.01

-.22**

< .05 .01 ***p_ < .001

Lo:tels of significance are for two-tailed tests. N = 200

4
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ltariable

Redding Ability

Computational Ability

Problem Information

Syntactie Structure

Readiny-Abifity

Computatiopal,

Problem Informa'tion

Syntactic !;tructure ,

Redding Ability

Computational Ability

. 'Problem Infomation

Syntdctic Structure

-----_--- -
*k*p. < .001

Table 2

Regression Analyses on'Performance.Measures

4._

*.p < .05

R
2
Change

*

168.36""

' 32 . nAAA

79 .9 iAA A

0.0 3

Multiple R R
2

Total Correct Answers

.4596

.5357

.6702

.6703

.4596-

.0762

.1345

.0001

t
.7319

.8187

.8187

Total Correct Set Ups-
.6696 .4484 .4484. 160.97""

.7135 .5091 .0606 24.34*A*

.8146 .6636 .1546 90.08*k*

-8147 .6637 .0001
.

. 0.04

Total Test-Taking Time IN)

CD

.2190 .0480 .0480' 908** '

.2216 .0491 .0012 0.24

.3599 .1296 . .0804 18.11*A*

.3600 .1296 ~~UU0l 0.01
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Table 3

Commonality Analyses for Performance Measures

Variabl$
Var'iance B

(%) Weight

Total Correct Answers

..,/

Unique to Reading Ability 13.6 .47 1

-)

Unique to CompUtational Ability 07.6 .35 -

Common to Reading and Computation 32.4'

R
2

53.6
iv

Total Correct Set Ups

Unique to Reading Ability 14.5 .48

Unique to Computational Ability f/06.1 .31

Common to Reading and Computation 30.3

R
2

50.9

,

Total Test-taking Time

Unique to Reading Ability

Unique to Computational Ability

Common to Reading and Compuytion
q.

R
2'

,

02.3

. 00.1

02.5

04.9

-.19

-.04

c

a
This column reflects beta Weight after both variables were entered. .
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Table 4

Means and Standard Deviations ?or Performance Measures'
.

; Syntactic Structure

Problem Information
.1b

Extraneous
. Info AMent

Extraneous
Info Presentl

SD M SD

Total Correct Answers

Simple Sentences 10.34 3.48 7.18 4.45

Complex Sentences. 1416 3.80 7.04 3.97

M 10.25 3.63 7.11 .4.20

Total Correct Set Ups

Simple Sentences 10.94 3.55 ' 7.46 4.58

Complex Sentences 10.74 3.77 0 4.07

M' 10.84 .3.65 7.38 4.31

Total Test Taitl.no Time (Sec.)

Simple Sentences 828.70 266.99 978.86 328.67 ,

Complex Sentences 811.06 287.02 1012.06 306.39

M 819.88 275.92 9195?116, 316.56

Note: Each of the above means is based on 50 subjects.
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Footnbte

1. Becaup the definition of prOcessing capacity (cf. .Johnston &

Heinz, 1978) lacks2pYecision,it has been interptLeted in several ways

(e.g., as capacity, af attent,lon, and as mental energy). Despitesits
,

Tack of precision, the processing capacity concept is uSeful because it

helps to explain how.the performance ofschildren on arithmetic word

problems influenced by buantjtative :Ind verbal conthonents of thoe

r
problems. PA


